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A13 - Brief Executive Summary 
(Provide short summary of facts and any enforcement actions taken to date) 
 

This investigation commenced following receipt by ONR of incident notification Form (INF1 - 2019/452) from AWE 
Plc, on the 17th July 2019, detailing that a task-based contractor, Gully Howard Technical Limited, were 
performing Asbestos Containing Material (ACM) pre-demolition surveys and had accessed building  and its 
attached switch/fuse box room . Within the switch/fuse box room was an electrical panel  

 where the electrical switchgear was energised on the incoming side. One of the Gully Howard 
Technical Limited operatives unintentionally created an arc flash (Near Miss) event when  attempted to remove 
a flash guard for asbestos sampling purposes with a chisel. There were two Gully Howard Technical Limited 
operatives, a Work Supervisory Officer (WSO), who was an asbestos surveyor and the second operative, who 
was also an asbestos surveyor, the second operative was the person who had the near miss. 
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There were no injuries sustained during this event but the second Gully Howard Technical Limited operative 
attended the on-site Medical centre (  Medical Centre) as a precaution. The medical team assessed  

, the second Gully Howard Technical Limited, operative and  was confirmed fine and was subsequently 
released and left the site with the WSO. 
 
AWE Plc had contracted Gully Howard Technical Limited to undertake a large project (consisting of phases 1 to 
4) to complete pre-demolition surveys across the AWE Plc estate. The event happened in phase 4 of that project. 
Shortly after the event all Gully Howard Technical Limited work at AWE Plc estates was suspended.  
 
The AWE Plc Facility Manager (FM) ( ) working on the day of the event was also been suspended 
after the event.  At the time of writing this report Gully Howard Technical Limited are still not allowed back on site 
but the AWE Plc FM ( ) has been re-instated but in a different role at a different area of the site. 
 
For noting, post-event action by AWE Plc includes: 

• All survey work was suspended and an Abnormal Event (AE) raised; 

• AWE Plc raised a site wide Amber alert (27th June 2019) Site Reference 1914; and immediately undertook 

a review verifying the status of all isolations across the AWE Plc Technology Centres, details of the 

outcome of the can be found in Letter Ref ONR111.093, (Evidence Ref: ONR/AWE/ /012 taken 

into evidence via witness statement number 4 from ); 

• A number of ‘town hall talks’ took place to staff about the event; 

• Completion of an internal Investigation into the event, (Evidence Ref: ONR/AWE/ /001 taken into 
via witness statement number 1 from ); 

• Only specified persons, such as Senior Authorised Persons Electrical, now have access to switch rooms 
and are now also identified on the Work Coordination Centre (WCC) building logs; 

• All closed building keys have been put under complete control of the Closed Buildings FM; 
• Closed building procedures and isolation procedures had recently been revised and reissued. 

(Further details on the above are  in section  B of this report) 
 
No immediate post-event Enforcement action was taken by ONR because AWE Plc had made safe the building 
and was managing the follow up work appropriately to ensure no similar events could occur (See second bullet 
point above). Post follow up inquiries and prior to the decision to undertake an investigation ONR wrote to AWE 
Plc (Letter ONR Ref: ALD71110Y, Evidence Ref: ONR/AWE/ /011 taken into evidence via witness 
statement number 4 from ), stating a response was required to cover both the actions AWE Plc has 
taken in response to all such findings from the survey (Amber Alert – 1914, see bullet 2 above) and any work that 
is still required to ensure longer term legal compliance.  
(Further details on the above are in section  B of this report) 

Part B – Factual Report 
 
B1 - Description of the facts and circumstances leading to the accident/event  
This section should be confined to factual information, cross-referenced to relevant statements, documents, sketches or photographs.  
Provide a comprehensive account of the facts.  Where conflicts of evidence exist do not comment on the merit of any particular version. 
Where appropriate, the account should be structured into sub-sections covering, for example: 

• Plant, equipment and substances 
• Systems of work 
• Training, instruction and supervision 
• Risk assessment 
• Outcome and consequences, e.g. extent of any injury 

 

Circumstances of Event: 
 
On the 20th June 2019 two Gully Howard Technical Limited operatives arrived at AWE Plc to undertake asbestos 
surveys of a closed building in preparation for demolition on the Aldermaston site. AWE Plc contracted Gully 
Howard Technical Limited to undertake this work in 4 phases covering several buildings across its site. The event 
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There is evidence that: 

• Gully Howard Technical Limited had a Risk Assessment and Method Statement for large projects – the 
focus being on Asbestos surveying. 

• AWE Plc has Management System Procedures for planning and control of work being undertaken by 
Direct Employee’s and/or Contractors. 

• AWE Plc has Management System Procedures for Control of Work through the WCC office. 
• There is a certificate of isolation for . 
• There is a Safe Systems of Work (SSoW) document that has to be signed by the AWE Plc FM prior to 

work being undertaken. 
• The switch/fuse box room had an isolation tag in it and the access door had a sign that entry was only 

for authorised persons. 
 

B3 - Health and safety management (Where appropriate and to the extent not covered above, describe the health and safety 
management system before the incident, including any arrangements between duty holders that are relevant to the investigation) 

For noting as background:  was disconnected at the main incomer switch in approximately 2017. An Asset 
Change Request (ACR) was raised to fully disconnect the supply, but it became apparent it was jointed 
underground to the neighbouring building. The decision was made at that point that the ACR would be closed 
and the isolation made at the incoming switch. This decision was made jointly by the AWE Plc zonal FM (  

) and  line manager,  as Asset Change Board (ACB) chair and ACR final close out 
signatory. This was due to insufficient funds and the fact that the isolation method was not deemed as inherently 
unsafe at the time (witness statement 7 - ). With various buildings moving into the pre-demolition 
phases it would not have been unreasonable for AWE Plc to reduce the electrical hazards further by undertaking 
a programme of work to completely isolate those buildings scheduled for asbestos surveys. 

 

B4 - Preventative measures taken by the duty holder(s) AFTER the incident (Describe the measures taken post 
event to secure compliance.  State where measures taken resulted from ONR  intervention (including enforcement action) 

There is evidence that: 
• The AWE Plc zonal Facility Manager has been moved to a different role; 
• All Gully Howard Technical Limited work suspended by AWE Plc and had no further access to site; 
• All phase 4 work was stopped and access to closed buildings denied; 
• A new process for Key Release from the WCC is in place (warning signs on all key cabinets), all AWE 

Plc direct staff and/or contractors now have to report to a WCC staff member before leaving the office 
with the keys; 

• Physical verification of all electrical isolations in closed buildings throughout the site has been 
undertaken; 

• Only specified persons (such as Senior Authorised Persons Electrical) now have access to buildings; 
with electrical sources, these are identified on the WCC building logs; 

• Closed building procedures and isolation procedures had recently been revised and reissued. 
 
AWE Plc is also looking at actions from their internal report to be completed in 2020 (Evidence Ref: 
ONR/AWE/ 001). 
 
At the time of writing this report Gully Howard Technical Limited are undertaking an internal investigation 
themselves and have identified lessons learned. ONR have not been provided with a copy of their investigation 
report so cannot comment on what improvements they have recognised to date.  

 
 
 

B5 - Health and safety management changes AFTER the incident (Describe any changes not covered above, stating 
where they resulted from ONR intervention (including enforcement action) 

See Section B4 above 

 
 
Part C – Analysis of Compliance 
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The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 Section 3 (1) for AWE Plc 
The Health and Safety at Work Act 2074 Section 3 (1) applies because: 

• AWE Plc is an employer 
• AWE Plc is responsible for maintaining and manufacturing weapons for the Ministry of Defence, an 

“undertaking”.   
• Part of the “undertaking” involved plans to demolish buildings within the AWE Plc Aldermaston site. 
• To facilitate this part of the “undertaking” AWE Plc hired contractors Gully Howard Limited Technical to 

survey buildings on site for asbestos prior to demolition. 
•  and  were not employed by AWE Plc, but were working for Gully Howard 

Technical Limited to conduct the asbestos surveys, and were ‘affected thereby’ by AWE Plc ‘undertaking’. 

Reasonable Practicability for S3(1) 
 
AWE Plc failed to comply with S 3(1) because AWE Plc, as an employer, failed to conduct his undertaking in 
such a way as to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that persons not in his employment, namely  

 and , who may be affected thereby are not thereby exposed to risks to their health or 
safety. The evidence collected during this investigation shows that: 
 
It was reasonably practicable for AWE Plc, prior to the work taking place, to completely isolate . AWE Plc 
is now planning to isolate the building and is reviewing their policy for isolating buildings from the utilities networks. 
 
 

• AWE Plc failed to brief the Gully Howard Technical Limited Operatives on the status of isolation and the 
associated dangers of the live terminals in . It would have been reasonably practicable for AWE 
Plc to brief the Gully Howard Technical Limited Operatives. A brief was given at the planning for Phase 
1, 6 months before the event on the 20th June 2019 and at that brief the Gully Howard Technical Limited 
Operatives were informed only closed buildings would be in the scope of work for all phase, i.e. electrically 
isolated buildings. A brief 6 months prior to the event is inadequate regardless of the status of the 
buildings. Additionally the Safe System of Work did not represent the correct electrical status of the 
building. 

 
• AWE Plc failed to maintain key control of  and to prevent access to building with live terminals.  It 

would have been reasonably practicable for AWE Plc to maintain key control to prevent access to live 
terminals. AWE Plc has now implemented a more robust key control process within the WCC whereby 
contractors have to report to a WCC person before they can leave the office with the keys. Additionally 
keys for buildings with electric sources can only be released by a Suitably Qualified Electrical Person. 

 
• AWE Plc failed to maintain key control of  prior to understanding the exact nature of asbestos 

surveying work. It would have been reasonably practicable for AWE Plc to maintain key control of  
until they understood the exact nature of work to be undertaken. AWE Plc has now instigated measures 
to ensure Safe System of Works are adequately reviewed and are reviewing the process to ensure tasks 
are suitably scoped by themselves and understood by their contractor at handover. 

 
 
 
Relevant Standard 
 
HSG65 – ‘Managing for Health and Safety’ - 3rd Edition 2013, (First Published 1991). 
Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 for AWE Plc 
The Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 applies because: 
  

• AWE Plc is an employer and the management of  ‘relates to matters which are within his 
control’ as defined in Regulation 3(1) (a) of Electricity at Work Regulations 1989, therefore the duties 
within the Regulations apply to AWE Plc. 

Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 Reg 14 – Working on or near live conductors for AWE Plc 
Electricity  at Work Regulations 1989, Regulation 14 applies because: 
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•  and  are employees of Gully Howard Technical Limited 

Reasonable Practicability for S2(1) 
Gully Howard Technical Limited is seen not to be at fault in the event of the 20th June 2019 and therefore this 
section does not apply but the investigation does recognise the operatives could have done more to ensure their 
own safety. 
 
The investigation has identified that the Gully Howard Technical Limited operatives could have done more to 
ensure their own safety on seeing the door warning sign and then the tag (the investigation has not establish if 
the tag was secured to the fuse box or not, or if the box was shut or open) and the Closed Building register, by 
stopping work and perusing AWE Plc for more information about the hazards in the building, but there is no 
evidence, and it would be disproportionate, to support a charge against Gully Howard Technical Limited in this 
instance. The reason being all evidence shows that access to building  was fully under the control of AWE 
Plc and its Facility Management/WCC teams and that evidence supports that Gully Howard Technical Limited 
believed all buildings to be surveyed were electrically dead. 
 
The Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE)  
Investigation into the Electrical Near Miss event at AWE Plc Contamination Event on the 20th June 2019. 
A letter, dated 22nd December 2019 (Evidence Ref: ONR/AWE/ 020), was sent from ONR to AWE Plc 
inviting them to send a representative to attend an interview under caution to further investigate the Electrical 
Near Miss Event that took place on the 20th June 2019. AWE Plc responded on the 10th December 2019 (Evidence 
Ref: ONR/AWE/ 021), stating they would not attend the interview and the most efficient approach to provide 
the information ONR requested was in the form of a statement. AWE Plc Ltd provided that statement on the 31st 
January 2020 (Evidence Ref: ONR/AWE/ 023). ONR has now reviewed that statement are content it has 
addressed the areas set out as stated above in my original letter. The above references were taken evidence via 
witness statement of the Lead Investigator (Evidence - Witness Statement_5 on the 6th February 2020 _  

: page 1. 
 

  
C4 - Evidential sufficiency (Comment upon the admissibility of prosecution evidence, its weight, any conflicts of evidence, the reliability 
of witnesses, the results of any PNC checks completed at this stage, an assessment of any expert evidence obtained and any other matters that 
could affect the strength of prosecution evidence presented in court. Cross refer to the evidence matrix where appropriate. 

All witnesses are reliable 

All evidence is primary (no reliance on hearsay etc.) 

All evidence collected in this case is considered admissible and is recorded on the ONR Material Collection 

Spreadsheet (CM9 Ref - 2019/218082) as are the voluntary witness statements. The evidence is corroborated 

by more than one witness or other company documents. 

All hard copy evidence and witness statements are securely stored at ONR’s Cheltenham office. 

 
 
C4 - Possible lines of defence (Include any relevant case law) 

AWE Plc may wish to use the following areas as a defence.  However, it is my judgement that these are not lines 

of defence but potential mitigation and do not undermine the strength of this case for the reasons given:- 

1) AWE Plc may apportion significant blame on the Gully Howard Technical Limited operatives because 

they entered the Switch/Fuse box room – AWE Plc provided keys for access, thus authorising access. 

2) AWE Plc may apportion significant blame on the AWE Plc FM in charge of the work oversight, because 

he was in control of key release – AWE Plc WCC process released the keys for access and did not 

support the FM with his increased workload. 

3) ONR did not take any formal action following the event – No immediate post-event Enforcement action 

was taken by ONR because AWE Plc had made safe the building and was managing the follow up work 

appropriately to ensure no similar events could occur and additionally undertaking a site wide survey off 
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all electrical isolations in closed building and It should be noted AWE Plc delayed telling ONR about this 

event. 

4) AWE Plc may apportion blame on Gully Howard Technical Limited for removing of isolation tags and 

entering the switch/fuse box room – AWE Plc authorised access by releasing the keys and stating in Safe 

System of Work the building was isolated. 

5) AWE plc may imply that Gully Howard Technical Limited should have their owe Safe System of Work 

on/near electrical equipment – AWE Plc should provide this as the controlling mind and knowing their 

facilities. 

 
 
C5 - Material satisfying the disclosure test (You must draw attention to all material, whether used or unused, which has the 
potential to undermine the prosecution case or assist the defence) 
Non Identified 

 
C6 - Relevant previous enforcement and advice by ONR (Provide details including inspection and enforcement history (letters, 
notices, prosecutions).  Indicate where consideration could be given to using evidence of bad character.  Refer to TRIM etc. reports where 
appropriate) 
ONR enforcement letter (CM9: 2016/160985) with regards ONR investigation into electric shock incident at the 
Aldermaston site on 30 October 2015. Action taken:- at the time, ONR decided not to take further enforcement 
action against AWE Plc other than this letter and it should be noted that part of the reason not to take further 
action was the prompt response to secure improvements as demonstrated by the area local to incident.  
 
ONR enforcement letter (CM9: 2017/231287) with regards ONR investigation into the low voltage (upto 1000v) 
cable strike incident at the old waste management group on the Aldermaston site on 27th June 2016. Action 
taken:- After careful consideration of the evidence found during this investigation and AWE Plc response to the 
formal investigation, ONR would not be laying Information’s against AWE Plc or any other dutyholder involved in 
the incident in that instance.  However, as the investigation found that working practices were not acceptable for 
a nuclear site Licensee in control of demolition activities, this regulatory decision will be revisited if there are any 
similar events, or other events with similar causes in the future.  This means that this event could be considered 
as a previous shortfall when considering enforcement options, including prosecution, in any future events through 
the application of ONR’s Enforcement Management Model. 

ONR prosecution of AWE Plc (CM9 Folder 4.4.1.3662) with regards the  Electrical Flashover event in June 
2017. Prosecution details:- On or before the 27th June 2017, being an employer within the meaning of the Health 
& Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 (“the Act”), AWE Plc failed to discharge the duty imposed upon them by Section 
2(1) of the Act, in that they failed to ensure, so far as was reasonably practicable, the health and safety of their 
employees, in relation to the risks arising whilst undertaking electrical work, whereby AWE Plc are guilty of an 
offence contrary to Section 33(1) (a) of the Act. AWE Plc was fined £1 million. 

 
C7 - Duty holder’s attitude (Comment on the attitude of the duty holder towards health and safety management, the incident and ONR 
including whether the duty holder co-operated with the investigation.  Where not stated above, give the duty holder’s explanation for any 
contravention(s). 

During the investigation the AWE Plc and Gully Howard Technical Limited staff co-operated fully, particularly 
those that provided voluntary statements.  

 
C8 - Views of injured persons (IP(s)) or bereaved relative(s), where applicable (Include reference to any Victim Personal 
Statements obtained) 
N/A – no persons were injured as the result of this Electrical Near Miss Event. 
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In accordance with the EPS, the ultimate aim of the enforcing authority is to ensure that dutyholders manage and 

control risks effectively.  One of the purposes of enforcement is to promote and achieve sustained compliance 

with the law to achieve this aim.  After the initial follow up inquires the findings were reviewed against the 

Enforcement Management Model (EMM) and judged (CM9 2019/215986 – ONR-IDR-19-002)) that ONR should 

conduct an investigation to determine the cause of the event and identify if further regulatory action was required 

to secure improvement.  
 
ONR’s decision to carry out an investigation into this event and the level of resources allocated to it was judged 

to be proportionate and consistent with the EPS.  ONR has taken account of the various factors in the EPS which 

are used to decide which incidents, events and complaints to investigate.  ONR considered the potential 

seriousness of the alleged breach, the dutyholders past performance relevant to this investigation, and the public 

expectations associated with incidents on nuclear licensed sites.  These provided sufficient cause for ONR to 

investigate this event. 

Based on evidence obtained by the ONR inspectors through interviews with AWE Plc and Gully Howard Technical 

Limited staff, and the examination of documented evidence collected, there is a deficiency in the standards 

expected for compliance with The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 Section 3 (1) and Electricity at Work 

Regulations Regulation 1989 – Regulation 14.  

 

Whilst death was not a result of the event to the Gully Howard Technical Limited operative, , it was 

foreseeable by AWE Plc that there could have been a fatality of anyone working within the vicinity of live electrical 

equipment. 

 

AWE Plc’s standard of managing health and safety, in terms of planning, supervision and assessment of risks 

was found to be far below what is required by law, giving rise to significant risk when the Gully Howard Technical 

Limited operatives were working on Phase 4 of the larger asbestos survey work package AWE plc employed 

them to undertake. 

Also ONR brought a prosecution against AWE Plc in July 2018 for breach of The Health and Safety at work act 

1974, Section 2(1) for a similar event whereby an employee was injured whilst carryout an electrical task. This 

second similar event within a year of the last event demonstrates that AWE Plc has not learned lessons from the 

first event. 

 
C11 - Recommended action (Describe the action proposed with specific reference to the  appropriate EMM (relevant duty 
holder/strategic factors and the Confirmed Enforcement Expectation), the EPS and the CPS Code for Crown Prosecutors (England and Wales).  
Where prosecution is proposed, comment on the preferred venue (Magistrates’/Crown Court) and prepare draft information(s), including as 
appendix 2. 
Please see accompanying EDR – Annex 1 

Recommendation 1:  

a) I am also satisfied that AWE Plc failed in their duties under The Health & Safety at work Act 1974, Section 

(3) - General duties of employers and self-employed to persons other than their employees, (1) It shall 

be the duty of every employer to conduct his undertaking in such a way as to ensure, so far as is 
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reasonably practicable, that persons not in his employment who may be affected thereby are not thereby 

exposed to risks to their health or safety. 

AND 
b) I am also satisfied that AWE Plc failed in their duties under Electricity at Work Regulations Regulation 

1989 – Regulation 14 – Work on or near live conductors, because of these failings it is my 

recommendation that: 

 

AWE Plc is prosecuted for a breach of The Health & Safety at work Act 1974, Section (3) General duties of 

employers and self-employed to persons other than their employees (1) It shall be the duty of every employer to 

conduct his undertaking in such a way as to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that persons not in his 

employment who may be affected thereby are not thereby exposed to risks to their health or safety. 

 

AND/OR 
AWE Plc is prosecuted for a breach of The Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 – Regulation 14 – Work on or 

near live conductors. 

 

As far as the CPS code is concerned, the evidence stands up to the evidential test and the pubic interests would 

be served by prosecuting AWE Plc because it would have a positive impact on maintaining community 

confidence, whilst send a message to similar companies to AWE Plc that such breaches will not be tolerated. 

 

Recommendation 2:  
AWE Plc has acknowledged the fact that since the event there is learning and improvements to be made in key 

control of buildings and permissioning for access to buildings. I recommend a minimum of a level 2 issue or an 

Improvement Notice (IN) is raised against AWE Plc to track the improvement work AWE Plc proposes in this 

area. 

The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 Section 2 (1) for Gully Howard Technical Limited 
The Health and Safety at Work Act 2074 Section 2 (1) applies because: 
Gully Howard Technical Limited is seen not to be at fault in the event of the 20th June 2019 and therefore this 
section does not apply but the investigation does recognise the operatives could have done more to ensure their 
own safety. 
 
The investigation has identified that the Gully Howard Technical Limited operatives could have done more to 

ensure their own safety on seeing the door warning sign, isolation tag (the investigation has not establish if the 

tag was secured to the fuse box or not, or if the box was shut or open) and the Closed Building register by stopping 

work and perusing AWE Plc for more information about the hazards in the building, but there is no evidence, and 

it would be disproportionate, to support a charge against Gully Howard Technical Limited in this instance. The 

reason being all evidence shows that access to  was fully under the control of AWE Plc and its 

Facility Management/WCC teams and that evidence supports that Gully Howard Technical Limited believed all 

buildings to be surveyed were electrically dead. 

 

This prosecution report sets out the facts of the case; the law, and how far AWE Plc fell short in complying with 

its legal duties. ONR’s Enforcement Policy Statement sets out in clear terms that “Prosecutions are important 
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ways to bring dutyholders to account for alleged breaches of the law”.  Evidential, EMM and Public Interest 

analysis of the matters in this case therefore support ONR’s policy with regard to commencing legal 

proceedings. 

 

Prosecution of AWE Plc is strongly recommended by the Investigating Inspector for Approving Officers 

consideration. 

 
The matters in this report have been considered with regard to the Enforcement Management Model and following 
any Management Review an ONR EDR form has been completed.  Consequently, where prosecution has: 
 

• not been indicated, a proportionate approach should be taken on completing the supporting 
appendices.  

 
 
 
 

Lead Investigator’s name  

  
Lead Investigator’s 
signature  

Date 26 February 2020 
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Part D - Approval Officer’s Considerations and Decision 
(Approval Officer’s consideration of the evidence, public interest factors, proposed defendants, proposed charge(s) and decision on prosecution) 
 
Duty holder’s name AWE plc 

 
Note:  Separate Parts C and D should be prepared for each defendant. 
 
D1 - Review the application of the Enforcement Policy Statement and Enforcement Management Model to 
the circumstances presented by the lead investigating inspector: 
Fatals:  When reviewing the evidence and the extent of the breaches, consider the likelihood of the breaches being characterised as grossly 
negligent by a Coroner’s Inquest jury. 

Having reviewed the evidence pack, I consider that the Enforcement Policy Statement and the Enforcement 
Management Model have been correctly applied by the investigating inspectors. 
 

 
D2 - Review the application of the CPS Code for Crown Prosecutors in relation to each proposed case 
presented by the lead investigating inspector, giving reasons: 
 
Evidential Stage:  
In order to undertake an evidential sufficiency test, I have considered the following five points: 
 
Has an offence been committed?  
 
From the evidence collated by the ONR lead investigating inspector, I believe that an offence has been 
committed against the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974, Section 3(1), namely that regarding the risks 
from a live 415V electrical conductor, AWE failed to conduct its undertakings in such a way as to ensure, so far 
as is reasonably practicable, that the Gully Howard Technical asbestos survey contractors were not exposed to 
those risks.  
 
Is there sufficient evidence to provide a realistic prospect of conviction?   
 
I judge that this near miss electric arc event was totally preventable.  From the evidence and arguments 
provided in this investigation report, along with the written statements and other evidence collected by the 
investigators, it is my opinion that there is sufficient evidence that reasonably practicable steps could have been 
taken by the relevant AWE Facility Manager (FM) and/or the Work Coordination Centre (WCC) to reduce 
SFAIRP, or remove completely, the above mentioned risks.  Therefore, I believe that there is a realistic 
prospect of conviction, including the impact of any defence.  
 
Can the evidence be used in court?  
 
I believe that the evidence has been collected in an appropriate and professional manner in accordance with 
ONR’s written guidance and that it will be admissible in court. 
 
Is the evidence reliable?  
 
I have considered the integrity of the AWE documents collected and the written statements taken and I judge 
that the evidence is given freely. 
 
Is the evidence credible?  
 
I have considered the documents collected, the written statements taken and AWE’s written representation, and 
whilst they are contradictory in places, I believe that they support each other sufficiently in key areas to support 
a case. 
 
 
 
For the reasons stated above, I believe that the evidential sufficiency test is passed on all five points. 
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Public Interest Stage:   
As a statutory regulator, I believe the public would expect ONR to follow its Enforcement Policy Statement 
(EPS).  The EPS states: “ONR expects that it will normally prosecute, or recommend prosecution, where, 
following an investigation or other regulatory contact, one or more of the following circumstances apply:” 
 
From a list of eight possible circumstances listed in the EPS, I consider that there is evidence  to demonstrate 
the following 3 apply to AWE in this case; 
 
1 “the gravity of an alleged offence, taken together with the seriousness of any actual or potential harm, or the 
general record and approach of the offender warrants it;” 
 
There was no actual harm caused by this event, however, the potential harm could have been 
electrocution/fatality.  
  
2 “there have been repeated breaches which give rise to significant risk, or persistent and significant poor 
compliance;”  
 
ONR has engaged with AWE regarding repeated electrical safety shortfalls and/or inadequate control of 
contractors’ work, including issuing an enforcement letter following ONR’s investigation into a serious injury 
requiring critical hospital care caused to an AWE employee during an electrical event on 30 October 2015, a 
415V live cable strike by a demolition contractor on 27 June 2016, and successful prosecution by ONR 
following minor injury caused to an AWE employee during a 415V electrical arc event in 27 June 2017.  
 
3 “a dutyholder’s standard of managing its legal responsibilities is found to be far below what is required by the 
legislation and to be giving rise to significant risk;” 
 
I believe that the evidence provided from this ONR investigation demonstrates that AWE has fallen far below 
what is expected by the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974, Section 3(1) with regards to conducting its 
undertakings in such a way as to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that the Gully Howard Technical 
asbestos survey contractors were not exposed to risks to their health and safety.  
   
Further, the EPS states that prosecution should be considered where, following an investigation, it is 
appropriate in the circumstances as a way to draw general attention to the need for compliance with the law 
and maintenance of standards required by law, and conviction may deter others from similar failures to comply 
with the law. I judge that this is applicable in this case. 
 
Considering all of the above, I believe that the public interest test is passed. 
 

 
D3 - Decision on each of the proposed charges with the reasons for or against approval 
Having discussed my rationale as laid out above with ONR’s solicitor agent, and noting that  is in agreement, 
my decision is that I support the ONR lead investigating officer’s recommendation to prosecute AWE plc for a 
breach against the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974, Section 3(1). 
 
Specifically, I judge that the evidence provided from this ONR investigation makes a strong case that AWE has 
fallen far below what is expected by the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974, Section 3(1) with regards to 
conducting its undertakings in such a way as to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that the Gully 
Howard Technical asbestos survey contractors were not exposed to risks to their health and safety.  
 

 
D4 - Preferred venue (Magistrates’/Crown Court) and reasons 
Reading Magistrates Court. 
 
 
Nearest to AWE sites. 
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D5 - Post-approval action, including use of solicitor agent 
Fatals:  Confirm whether consideration to be given to commencing ONR Prosecution before inquest. 

N/A. 

 
Approval officer name, signature and date of decision 
 

Name  

  
Signature  Date 17.06.2020 
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PUBLICATION SUMMARY: 
 
For prosecutions, notices or directions the following summary will go onto the ONR website once any 
appeal period has completed.  
 
This may not be appropriate due to security considerations in all cases, if this is the case then please 
state below – ‘Not for publication on security grounds’ and discuss with the communications team. 
 
Enforcement Action  

Served against  

Description  

Breaches  

Compliance date  
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Appendix 2 – Draft information(s) (for each duty holder) 
 

Draft Information(s) For approval officer use 
No Act, Regulations, etc Section/Reg No Offence 

Date(s) 
Comments on drafting of 

informations (Note: substantive 
comments on proposed charges should 

be provided  below this table) 

Approve Draft 
Informations 

(Yes/No) 

1      

2      

3      

4      

5      

6      

7      
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Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980, s1 
Crim PR 2013 part 7 

 
Information 
 
 
In the  
 
Local Justice Area of   
  Magistrates Court Code  

 
The information of   

Of   

Telephone number   
 
An Inspector who states that  
 
 
 
 
Of        

On the       day of       

at       
 
In the       

 
 
being an employer/employee/self-employed person within the meaning of the Health & Safety at Work etc. Act 
1974/ The Energy Act 2013 (delete as appropriate) 
 
 
 
Signature of Inspector:   Date:       

 
 
 
 
Taken before me this        day of          20       

 
 
Justice of the Peace for the County given above 
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Summons 
 
Insert name of Magistrates’ Court Magistrates’ Court Code (Insert Court code number) 
 
 
Date :  
   
To the accused :  
   
Of :  
   
  You are hereby summoned to appear on (Insert date) at (Insert time) before 

the Magistrates' Court at (Insert Court address)  
   
  to answer to the information of which particulars are given in the Schedule 

hereto 
   
Prosecutor :  
  An Inspector 
   
Address :  

  

  Justice of the Peace 
  Justices' Clerk 

 
 

SCHEDULE 
 

Date of 
Information Alleged Offence (particulars and statute) 

Insert date  That you, on Insert relevant information 

Summons (M.C.Act, 1980 s.1 
Crim PR 2013 part 7) 

All communications to: 
 

The Clerk to the Justices 
(Insert Clerk’s address) 
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readings from the voltage test, 
dated 29th October 2019. 

Statement 
4 - Page 2 
 

Z ONR - E-Mail from  
detailing level of potential harm 
from touching the live connectors 

 
Statement No 
4 

ONR Ref: 
ONR/AWE/ /018 
Exhibit - Z 

 
Witness 
Statement 
4 - Page 2 

ONR DDS Safe 
Cheltenham and 
CM9 database 

A
A 

AWE Plc – E-Mail asking to 
disconnect  –  
20th Nov 2019 

 
Statement No 
4 

ONR Ref: 
ONR/AWE/ /019 
Exhibit - AA 

 
Witness 
Statement 
4 - Page 2 
 

ONR DDS Safe 
Cheltenham and 
CM9 database 

B
B 

Letter - Interview to PACE  to  
AWE - Electrical Incident - 2 
December 2019 -  

 
Statement No 
5 

ONR Ref: 
ONR/AWE/ /020 
Exhibit - BB 

 
Witness 
Statement 
5 - Page 1 
 

ONR DDS Safe 
Cheltenham and 
CM9 database 

C
C 

Letter - Response to PACE 
Interview - AWE -to ONR - 
Electrical Incident - 10 December 
2019 -  

 
Statement No 
5 

ONR Ref: 
ONR/AWE/ /021 
Exhibit - CC 

 
Witness 
Statement 
5 - Page 1 
 

ONR DDS Safe 
Cheltenham and 
CM9 database 

D
D 

Letter - 2nd PACE Letter - 
acknowledge AWE no interview - 

 to AWE  - Electrical Incident 
12th December 2019 

 
Statement No 
5 

ONR Ref: 
ONR/AWE/ /022 
Exhibit - DD 

 
Witness 
Statement 
5 - Page 1 
 

ONR DDS Safe 
Cheltenham and 
CM9 database 

E
E 

E- Mail -  - AWE PACE 
Response -  31st Jan 2020 

 
Statement No 
5 

ONR Ref: 
ONR/AWE/ /023 
Exhibit - EE 

 
Witness 
Statement 
5 - Page 1 
 

ONR DDS Safe 
Cheltenham and 
CM9 database 

F
F 

ONR Contact Report - ONR-OFD-
CR-19-816, AWE February Site 
Week Meetings - 11-13 February 
2020, consisting 6 pages.  
 

 
Statement No 
5 

ONR Ref: 
ONR/AWE/ /024 
Exhibit - FF 

 
Witness 
Statement 
5 - Page 2 
 

ONR DDS Safe 
Cheltenham and 
CM9 database 

G
G 

ONR Contact Report - ONR-OFD-
CR-19-816, AWE February Site 
Week Meetings - 11-13 February 
2020, consisting 6 pages.  
 

 
Statement No 
5 

ONR Ref: 
ONR/AWE/ /025 
Exhibit - GG 

 
Witness 
Statement 
5 - Page 2 
 

ONR DDS Safe 
Cheltenham and 
CM9 database 

H
H 

AWE Amber Alert, date 7th August 
2019, Ref: CDP 524, consisting of 
2 pages.  
 

 
Statement No 
5 

ONR Ref: 
ONR/AWE/ /026 
Exhibit - HH 

 
Witness 
Statement 
5 - Page 2 
 

ONR DDS Safe 
Cheltenham and 
CM9 database 
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Appendix 6 – PACE Interview(s) 
 
 

PACE Tape Nos Summary and/or Transcript (S/T) 

N/A PACE Information a CM9 Ref: 2020/33511 
 
          
Name of Person(s) interviewed, job title/role and whether representing a corporate body: 
 
 

, Chief Operating Officer AWE Plc provided a PACE statement (CM9: 2020/33511). There 
was no PACE interview. AWE Plc have provided all the information reference in the PACE report also. 
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Appendix 7 – TRIM/CM9 etc. inspection record (mandatory for all reports) 
 
All work undertaken during the investigation was booked to OTIS service AWE Aldermaston Investigation – 
OFD01 – Electrical Near Miss Event 20/06/2019. 
 
All hard copies of documents are held in the ONR safe in the Cheltenham office. 
 
All soft copies of documents are held in CM9 folder 4.7.17811. 
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Disclosure Officer’s report to Prosecutor 
 
The following items listed on schedule CPI1 and/or CPI2 for this case and relate to: 
 
 1. Material which might reasonably be considered capable of undermining the case for the 

prosecution against the accused, or of assisting the case for the accused; and/or 
 
 2. Material required to be supplied to the prosecutor under s7.3 of the Home Office CPIA Code 

(2015) and the current Criminal Procedure Rules and Directions 
 

Schedule 
(CPI1 or CPI2) 

Item No Category 
(1 or 2) 

Reason 

    

    

    

 
 
To the best of my knowledge and belief, all relevant material which has been retained and made available to 
me has been inspected, viewed or listened to and revealed to the prosecutor in accordance with the Criminal 
Procedure and Investigations Act 1996, the Home Office CPIA Code (2015) and current Attorney General’s 
Guidelines. 
 
 
Name:  
 
 
Signature of Disclosure Officer:       Date:  
 
 
 
 
I have reviewed all of the relevant material OR I have considered the defence statement and further reviewed 
all of the relevant material (delete as applicable) that has been retained and made available to me and there is 
nothing to the best of my knowledge and belief that might reasonably be considered capable of undermining the 
prosecution case against the accused or of assisting the case for the accused. 
 
 
Name:  
 
 
Signature of Disclosure Officer:       Date:  
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Appendix 11 – Company search 
 
 
In case of a corporate duty holder, a company search should be produced with this report. 




